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One of Iran’s top scientists in the nuclear �eld was killed this past
week, with the country’s leaders claiming Israel is to blame.
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26,644.71 110,575.47 41,674.30 13,335.68

+107.40/+0.40% +348.38/+0.32% -738.17/-1.74% +49.11/+0.37%
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3,408.31 2,855.82 29,910.37 44,149.72 53,021.58
+38.57/+1.14% -1.66/-0.06% +37.90/+0.13% -110.02/-0.25% -62.55/-0.12%



Market news

The UK’s FTSE index appears to be up 
over the past month, though it closed 
up just barely 0.07% this past Friday.

In the Americas, Argentina’s Merval 
index continues to show its volatile 
past with its current 63.36% yearly 
growth.

Japan’s Nikkei 225 index appears to 
once again be leading Asian markets, 
up this month over 13.45%.

A metal monolith was found deep in the Utah desert.
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https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/utah-monolith-what-is-it-trnd/index.html
https://markets.on.nytimes.com/research/markets/worldmarkets/worldmarkets.asp
https://markets.on.nytimes.com/research/markets/worldmarkets/worldmarkets.asp
https://markets.on.nytimes.com/research/markets/worldmarkets/worldmarkets.asp
https://markets.on.nytimes.com/research/markets/worldmarkets/worldmarkets.asp


Iranian Scientist Leading
Nuclear Studies is Killed

One of Iran’s top scientists in the nuclear �eld 
was killed this past week, with the country’s 
leaders claiming Israel is to blame. For years, Iran 
has kept much of its nuclear development under 
wraps. But now with one of its top leaders gone, 
the question remains of where the program will go 
now.

Last Week’s Highlights

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/27/world/middleeast/iran-nuclear-scientist-assassinated-mohsen-fakhrizadeh.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-55111064
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/11/28/middleeast/iran-mohsen-fakhrizadeh-nuclear-scientists-killed-intl/index.html


After a Black man in a Carrefour supermarket was murdered by security guards, Brazilians 
have taken to the streets to speak out. This death is not a �rst for the South American 
country, considering Brazil’s troubled colonial past. In fact, many Black Brazilians have 
come to experience racist violence regularly.

Last Week’s Highlights

Protests Erupt
in Brazil

https://www.france24.com/en/americas/20201123-more-protests-in-brazil-after-black-man-killed-by-supermarket-security-guards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mdl-IEbEC9c
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/11/27/americas/joo-alberto-silveira-freitas-brazil-intl/index.html


AstraZeneca and
North Korean

COVID-19
Hacks

AstraZeneca, one of the major pharmaceutical 
companies currently working on its COVID-19 vaccine, 
has announced a breach in security believed to have been 
perpetrated by North Korea. As well, South Korean 
pharmaceuticals have also claimed major cyber attacks 
by their northern neighbor. These attacks are thought to 
be attempts to obtain crucial information about vaccine 
development and the production of treatment drugs.

Coming Up This Week

Downloading Vaccine...

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/11/27/asia/north-korea-astrazeneca-suspected-cyberattack-intl/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/27/north-korean-hackers-tried-to-disrupt-vaccine-efforts-in-south-says-spy-agency
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/27/north-korean-hackers-tried-to-disrupt-vaccine-efforts-in-south-says-spy-agency
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-healthcare-coronavirus-astrazeneca-no/exclusive-suspected-north-korean-hackers-targeted-covid-vaccine-maker-astrazeneca-sources-idUSKBN2871A2


Deutsche Bank Moves

As Germany continues to be a regional and global leader amid the COVID-19 
pandemic and related �nancial crisis, Deutsche Bank appears to be leading the 
way. However, business with Russia appears to be worrying other major �nancial 
parties. Not only regarding �nancial questions, but also about the workplace 
moving forward, the bank has begun to o�er options to employees wanting to 
work from home. 

Coming Up This Week

https://www.wsj.com/articles/outside-monitors-urge-deutsche-bank-to-quit-russia-11606386601
https://www.wsj.com/articles/outside-monitors-urge-deutsche-bank-to-quit-russia-11606386601
https://www.businessinsider.com/working-from-home-deutsche-bank-two-day-week-tax-2020-11


· Africa may not get COVID vaccines until mid-2021.

· India has plunged into recession for the �rst time in decades.

· According to a 10% annual yield ETF issuer, the US is going through an ‘income crisis’.

Enter a new era of free
investing and simple banking

More Things to Sip On…

https://edition.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-11-27-20-intl/h_49ecd30e4743c9fe2834a2a309e031a8
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/27/business/economy/india-economy-covid-19.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/27/us-is-in-an-income-crisis-says-issuer-whose-etf-offers-a-10percent-yield.html


Becoming a smart investor
[5 Simple Investment Tips]

6 Steps to set your
Personal Financial Goals

“Why don’t you invest? Or why do 
your friends not invest? Many millen-
nials report mistrust of the market, 

lack of know-how, insu�cient funds, 
and student debt as barriers that 

prevent them from investing.”
Learn more here.

“No matter what stage of life you 
currently �nd yourself in, we’re pretty 
sure that you’ve given some thought 

about both your short- and 
long-term personal �nancial goals.”

Learn more here.

20 Side Hustle Ideas to boost your income

“Is your day job not quit making your �nancial dreams come true? You’re not 
alone—this is the case for many workers of all ages, �elds, and experience 

levels. A side gig, moonlighting, or, as the kids call it these days, a side hustle is 
an excellent way to diversify your income, make a hobby pro�table, and even 

build your con�dence.” Learn more here.

academy

https://flexinvest.com/flexacademy/20-side-hustle-ideas-to-boost-your-income/
https://flexinvest.com/flexacademy/6-steps-to-set-your-personal-financial-goals/
https://flexinvest.com/flexacademy/becoming-a-smart-investor-5-simple-investment-tips/
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Visit our Disclosures section for additional information. All market information provided was collected in the afternoon of November 27, 2020. The purpose of 

NewsFlight is to summarize and make accessible information on a variety of topics within the world of investing and personal �nance, and thus cannot be 

considered formal research or reports. All sources utilized to compile the NewsFlight newsletter are considered trustworthy by the FlexInvest team. FlexInvest is not 

a�liated with and does not receive remuneration from the news sources used to compile NewsFlight. As well, any images or logos incorporated into the NewsFlight 

newsletter are not necessarily property of FlexInvest and may solely be included to provide context for the news covered. NewsFlight should not be taken as advice 

to sell or buy securities or to make any investment. When investing in securities or other �nancial products, there is always the potential to lose money or asset 

value. FlexInvest recommends that its users consider their investment objectives and risks before investing. Additionally, any projections or analysis made by 

authors of NewsFlight cannot be considered as a promise of future trends or returns. Opinions expressed in NewsFlight are not representative of FlexInvest Inc.

During recession greed dies,
frugality survives

”
“

- Amit Kalantri -

https://help.flexinvest.com/disclosure-library



